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3ble I) is distinguished by the fact that the protons and
neutrons are largely \countermoving". The existence of
these two classes of modes has been established in several
studies, but their true nature and the relation to the nor-
mal uid case has not been clearly explained previously.
Of particular interest for our current discussion is the fact
that the superuid set of modes is strongly dependent on
the entrainment parameters. From the relevant local dis-
persion relation (see [15] for a complete discussion) one
nds that superuid modes can be qualitatively repre-





















is (roughly) the sound speed in the proton uid,
r is the radial coordinate, and l is the index of the rel-
evant spherical harmonic Y
lm
(; ') used to describe the
angular dependency of the mode. From this relation it is
clear that an observation of these modes would provide
potentially unique information regarding the nature of
large scale superuidity.
We have recently performed the rst ever (fully rela-
tivistic) calculations of both frequency and damping rate
of the oscillation modes of a superuid neutron star [16].
This calculation clearly distinguishes the two families of
pulsation modes, and highlights the fact that the super-
uid mode frequencies are strongly dependent on the pa-
rameters of entrainment (mainly the average value of the
eective proton mass m

p
, cf. (1)). The rst few mode-
frequencies and the associated gravitational-wave damp-
ing times for one of our model stars are listed in Table I.
(We note in passing that some authors [17] have sug-
gested that the superuid modes will not radiate grav-
itational waves.) The given mode-results were obtained
for a non-rotating stellar model and a simple equation of
state corresponding to a combination of two polytropes.
These results should provide a good \order of magnitude"
insight into future results for realistic supranuclear equa-
tions of state. In particular, since most observed pulsars
are slowly rotating (in the sense that they spin at a frac-
tion of the mass-shedding limit) these results should be
relevant for all but the fastest millisecond pulsars. Like-
wise, Mendell [18] has shown that two-uid (neutron and
proton) models of neutron star superuidity (where mag-
netic elds, vortex pinning eects, etc. are ignored) are
reasonable when the core matter oscillations are in the
kilohertz range.
Unveiling the nature of pulsar glitches. | To what ex-
tent will future gravitational-wave observations be able to
detect the various pulsation modes of a superuid neu-
tron star? Let us assume that a typical gravitational-
wave signal from a neutron star pulsation mode takes




sin[2f(t  T )] for t > T (2)
where T is the arrival time of the signal at the detector
(and h(t) = 0 for t < T ). Using standard results for the
TABLE I: The frequency and damping rate for the rst few
modes of Model II of Comer et al [16]. The corresponding
star has mass 1:36M

and radius 7.9 km, and could be con-
sidered as a \reasonable" model for a superuid neutron star
core. We also show the gravitational-wave signal-to-noise ra-
tios resulting from the glitch model discussed in the main
text. The results correspond to an advanced EURO detector
with (model 1) and without (model 2) photon shotnoise, re-
spectively. The lower estimate is for a Crab glitch while the
upper estimate follows from the Vela data.
Mode f (kHz) t
d
(s) Model 1 Model 2












8.49 1.29 0.06|0.9 780|1:2  10
4
gravitational-wave ux [8], the amplitude A of the signal
can be expressed in terms of the total energy radiated
through the mode:
























. Finally, the signal-to-noise























spectral noise density of the detector (in Figure 1 we






The main question here is: What amount of energy
should one assume to be channeled through the various







could be radiated [8]. However, this
number is likely only relevant (if at all) for the oscil-
lations of the remnant following a strongly asymmetric
gravitational collapse. It is not useful for our present con-
siderations since such a nascent neutron star will be hot
(above 10
10
K) enough for the core not to be superuid.
For a reasonable scenario, we turn to the indications that
young neutron stars are seismically active. As a suitably
simple model scenario we will assume that oscillations in
the superuid core are excited following a glitch. The












 = 2=P . In this formula it is appropriate to





star, since the spin-up incurred during the glitch remains
on timescales that are much longer than the estimated
coupling timescale between the crust and the core uid.
Using this formula, and the data for the Crab and Vela
4pulsars (see Table II) we can estimate the energy asso-
ciated with typical glitch events. (We note that these
estimates are similar to ones already in the literature
[3, 19].)
Assume that a comparable amount of energy goes into
exciting oscillations in the core superuid. This is ob-
viously ad hoc, but it provides a reasonable order-of-
magnitude starting point for this kind of discussion. Us-
ing the spectral density estimated for the EURO detector
we then readily estimate the associated signal-to-noise
ratio from (4). The results of this exercise are listed in
Tables I-II. From this data we can see that the various
modes would be marginally detectable given this level
of excitation and a third generation detector limited by
the photon shotnoise. But if this limit can be surpassed
by conguring several narrowbanded interferometers as
a xylophone, the achievable signal-to-noise ratio is excel-
lent. Besides estimating the signal-to-noise ratio for the
various oscillation modes for a given radiated energy, we
can ask related questions relevant for the inverse prob-
lem. For example, we can conrm that the oscillation
frequencies can be extracted with good accuracy from
the data. This then enables us to distinguish clearly
between the \normal uid" f and p-modes and the su-
peruid s-modes. In other words, we would have the
information required not only to infer the mass and ra-
dius of the star [8], we could also hope to constrain the
parameters of neutron star superuidity. In addition to
providing this important information, these observations
could provide a unique insight into the glitch mechanism
itself since the multipolar structure of the excited modes
reects the symmetry (or lack thereof) of the triggering
mechanism.
TABLE II: Data for archetypal glitching pulsars.














Issues. | This is a very exciting time for gravitational
physics. The opening of a new window to the Universe
may well lead to a fundamental change in the way that
we view Nature. For example, it is generally expected
that gravitational-wave observations will provide us with
crucial information regarding the details of neutron star
physics, eg. by constraining the supranuclear equation
of state. Such information may to a certain extent be
obtained by analysing signals from inspiraling neutron
star binaries, see for example [20]. As we have argued in
this Letter an observation of the various modes of oscil-
lation of (say) a glitching pulsar would provide a truly
unique probe of the internal physics that could help im-
prove our understanding of, in particular, large-scale su-
peruidity. The potential precision of this method easily
surpasses other proposed methods for studying neutron
star superuidity, eg. by observed cooling data [21]. Of
course, it seems likely that our proposed scheme requires
the development of detectors with sensitivity beyond the
goals set for the advanced LIGO conguration. How-
ever, it is clear that, even though the construction of a
gravitational-wave detector with the sensitivity of EURO
provides a serious challenge, a successful eort in this di-
rection would be richly rewarded.
If we are to achieve this ambitious goal we must also
make signicant progress on the theoretical side. We
need dynamical studies of general relativistic superuid
neutron stars comprising a crust in the outer parts and
other possible exotic phases of matter in the core. We
need to improve our understanding of the mechanisms
that couple the various components of a realistic neu-
tron star, and estimate the relevant coupling timescales.
We need numerical simulations that investigate the ex-
tent to which the various oscillation modes are excited
by plausible mechanisms. These, and related (eg. regard-
ing rapidly spinning stars and possible mode-instabilities
[22]), topics are tremendously exciting since they chal-
lenge our understanding of the very extremes of physics.
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